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therapeutic discourse, for instance, which I cited above as an example of the
'structural' approach, also makes use r:f the concept of a 'speech act' which comes
from pragmatics. There is, then, a degree of artificiality about what I have just done
and what I will continue to do in the rest of this section, namely separate out a series
of approaches that are often, in practice, much less clearly demarcated and separated
than this proceeding makes them appear.

As well as choosing to define and discuss a particular set ofapproaches, I have
chosen to put them in a particular order (though the chapters do not necessarily have
to be read in that order). The logic behind the ordering ofChapters 5-B is about
nloving from a kind ofanalvsis that looks at the 'big picture' to one which focuses on
the most minute details. I begin with an approach - the ethnography of speaking -
in which the main unit of analysis is the'speech er.ent'. Examples of speech events
wouid be things like 'job interview' or 'seminar', and an ethnographer analyses these
events with reference to the whole social context in which they occur. This is a 'big
picture' approach. Then I move on to pragmatics, which tries to formulate quite
general principles people use in producing and interpreting talk. Pragmatics too is
essentially a 'big picture' approach, though in a different way from ethnography
of speaking. I then turn to two approaches - CA and interactional sociolinguistics -
in which analysis tends to concentrate on small details that recur in talk, like overlaps,
silences, utterances of yeah or well or y'know. The chapter on criticai discourse analysis
(cDA) does not entirely fit the iogic .just outlined. As noted above, cDA mixes a
microanalltic approach with a'big picture' approach, the big picture in this case being
lramed in terms of social or 'critical' theory. I have placed CDA at the end of this part
because it is an approach to discourse analysis that deliberatell' tries to bring together
the two main senses of the term discourse (the linguistic sense and the critical theory
sense) that I discussed in Chapter 1. The chapter on CDA thus forms a bridge to the
finai, 'Appiications' part of the book, whose primary concern is rvith the uses of
discourse anaiysis in research on various social phenomena.

Each of the approaches I deal with in Part II has both its orvn internal
complexities and a complex set of relationships with the others. On the principle that
sl-rowing is better than telling, at this point I n'ill stop making general, abstract
observations and get dor.t'n to the concrete business of showing what different
approaches enable the analyst to do.

SUGGESTIONS FOR FURTHER
APPROACHES TO DISCOURSE

READING ABOUT
A NALYS I S

Each ofthe chapters in Part II gives suggestions for further reading about a particular
approach. other textbooks in which a variety of approaches are discussed include
stephen Levinson's Pragrnatics (1983), which in spite of the name is not just about
'philosophical' approaches, and Deborah Schiffrin's App roaches To Discourse (1994).
A critical assessment of selected approaches (including pragmatics and cA), rvhich
brings out -iimilarities 

and differences betu,een them, is Talbot Taylor and
Deborah C- .on's AnnllsingConversntion{i987).

Situations and events:

the ethnography of speaking

In this chapter I will consider the approach to rvorking with talk that is knou'n as

'ethnography of speaking'. An aiternative term is 'ethnography of communication',
rvhich does not presuppose that the medium of communication is exciusivelv spoken

idnguage. It is u'orth bearing in mind that few instances of communication rel_v

exclusitely on speech or indeed language. In face-to-face conversation, for example,

the fact that participants can see one another and are located in a shared environment
can be exploited for communicative purposes (e.g. by staring, pointing, brandishing
objects). In written texts, communication is accomplished through layout, images

and graphics as well as words. The ethnographic approach is one in which attention
is paid to the interdependence of language-using and other activities. Any given
instance oflanguage use is analysed as part ofa whole social situation; more generally,

ways ofusing and understanding language are analysed in relation to the wider culture

in which they occur. Of course, it is recognized in other approaches that language-

using does not go on in isolation from everlthing else; preciseiy because that point is

fundamental for any anaiysis of language in use, I have chosen to begin rvith an

approach where it is explicitly and systematically addressed.

WHAT IS THE ETHNOGRAPHY OF SPEAKING?

The term ethnography belongs to the specialist vocabulary of anthropologv; it refers

to the investigation of culture(s) using a particular methodology, that of participanr
observation.t Tlpically, anthropologists go and live with the peopie they u'ish to study

for an extended period of time. They learn about the cornmunity's *'ay of life both
through observational techniques (e.g. recording things that happen, interrierving
people) and through participating as much as possible in communiry activities them

selves. They are simultaneously'inside' the culture, immersed in its day-to-day iife,

and 'outside' it, trTing to understand the way its members think and act, and reflecting

on their own progress torvards that goal.

Participant observation is also used by researchers who are not anthropol-

ogists, but r.ho are working in fie1ds like sociology, cultural studies or sociolinguistics.

For example, a sociologist studying youth subcultures (punks, goths, skinheads, etc. )

might decide that instead ofjust inten'iewing young people individualiy or ' ItOt
about their subcultural practices, they should seek out one or rnore groups 1 /ared
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to let a researcher spend time with them regularly: join in their activities, record
their conversation, and ofcourse talk to them about what they do and rvhy. This
resembies the methods used in anthropological fieldwork, and is therefore labelled
'ethnography'. However, there is some dispute about whether the label is always

appropriate, given that unlike anthropologists, socioiogicai researchers do not usually
live among their subjects for long periods of time. Is hanging out with people for
a few hours every week, while otherwise following vour normal routine, sufficient to
constitute 'participation' in their way of life? Can it produce the depth of under,
standing that ethnographic methods aim for?

Occasionally a project may prompt the opposite criticism, that the researcher

is too much a participant and not enough ofan obsen'er. For instance one researcher,

Sarah Thornton, describes doing ethnography in an advertising agency (Thornton

1999). Her strategywas actually to get ajob in an agencv; she was accepted as an insider
because by all the relevant institutional criteria she r,r,as an insider - indeed, she gave

those around her no indication that she was doing research at all. If 'r,ve asked Sarah
Thornton to justify calling this 'ethnography', she might repiy that the world of adver-
tising was as unfamiliar to her when she joined it as an African village would be to
someone starting a research project in anthropology. Like any ethnographer in the
fieid she had to go through the process offiguring out what it took to be a competent
member of the culture, and she documented that process in the same systematic way.

Then again, a critic might obsewe that because Sarah Thornton did not present herself
to her colleagues and clients as an ethnographer, but simply as a new advertising
executive, there were things an ethnographer ought to do that she could not do. It is
awkward for someone in Thornton's position to ask too many questions about things
they are already supposed to know, or to ask people to explain and justifu what count
within the culture as common sense beliefs. Although ethnographers too may flnd
this sort of probing awkward on occasion, it is easier for them precisely because their
position is ambiguous, simultaneously'inside' and'outside' the culture.

It is arguable that the terms ethnography and participant obseryation have
conle to be overused in social science, and it is clear that some of what is called
'ethnographic'research does not meet the standards set by'classical' anthropology.
At the same time, there are obvious family resembiances among the various enter-
prises that claim tl.re label'ethnography'. They tend to involve ongoing regular contact
and some degree ofparticipation by the researcher in the (sub)culture being studied;
research is done in a naturalistic setting (not in a lab or an office); and - perhaps the
most important distinguishing feature of ethnographic approaches - the aim is not
just to collect 'objective' factual data about the group's way oflife, but to understand

that way of life as group members understand it themselves.

Language is a relevant consideration in a1l ethnographic research, since

participant observation inevitabiy involves, among other things, talking to the people

you are studying and observing their talk among themseives, which is to say, it
produces at least some data in the form of spoken discourse. I will return to the impli-
cations of that later on. Hou'ever, the main subject of this chapter is the ethnography

of speaking, which as its name suggests is the application of ethnographic methods
specillcaily to language-using: it does not just use language as a tool for finding out

THE ETHNOGHAPHY OF : \TT.IC

about other things, but makes it an object of ethnographic interest in its o'n'n right.
(Jne textbook writer, Stephen Levinson (1983: 279), has dehned the ethnography of
speaking as 'the cross-cultural study oflanguage usage'. This definition recalls the

subject-matter of anthropology, which is concerned with the diversity of human
cultures. But ethnography of speaking also takes some of its concepts and assumptions

from linguistics, and this is the next point i will elaborate on.

Linguists are familiar with the distinction, introduced by Noam Chomsky

in the 1960s, between linguistic competence and performance. Performance is

what language-users do, but competence is what they must know in order to be able

to do it. This is not, however, conscious knowledge which a linguist could investigate

simply by asking language-users to explain 'rvhat they are doing. Rather it involves

abstract rules and generalizations that people are not alvare t}ley'know'. (For instance,

in the sentence Simon says Rory hurt himself, English speakers can be counted on to

recognize that himself must refer to Rory and not Simon. Thts recognition depends

dn 'knowing' the general rule that reflexive pronouns in English can only be indexed

to noun phrases in the same ciause. But how many people are aware of any such

rule?) Since Chomsky proposed the competence/performance distinction, it has been

the orthodox view that what linguists need to focus on is not just people's surface

linguistic behaviour but their underlfng 'competence', the knowledge that enables

them to produce an infinite number of grammatical sentences.

As we saw in Chapter 1, discourse anaiysis is the study of 'language in use',

which means that in ChomsLa's terms, it is concerned rvith'performance'. However,

'competence' in the sense of 'underlying knowledge' has a place in some analysts'

thinking as well. In the 1970s the anthropologist and linguist Dell Hyrnes pointed

out that a'competent'language-user needs to know more than just a set of rules

for forming grammatical sentences; sihe also needs to knolv how to use language

in a contextually appropriate lvay. It is not by chance that people regularly produce

the'right'kind of utterance at the right time to the right person. Just like the use of
reflexive pronouns, this communicationally appropriate behaviour must depend on

knowing certain rules (though these may operate, like grammatical rules, below the

level of conscious awareness). HFnes proposed an analogue for Chomsky's 'linguistic

coirrpetence', which he called communicative competer?ce (Hymes 1972a). Linguistic

competence is about rules of grammar; communicative competence is about rules of
speaking. The ethnography of speaking developed as a way of investigating the rules

ofspeaking that are operative in particular language using comnrunities.

if one is investigating rules of grammar, the objects of analysis rvill be gram-

matical units such as sentence, clause, phrase. What, though, are the relevant units

for an investigation of rules of speaking? H1'rnes proposed three, and like sentences,

clauses and phrases in grammar they are hierarchically ordered.

The highest-level unit is the speech situation, the social context in rr'hich

speaking takes place. Speech situations provide occasions for the use oflanguage,
but they are not purely linguistic. For example, a family meal might be analysed as a

speech situation, but other activities itature in it besides talking (e.g. eating, drinking,

sewing food and drink, feeding infants, kicking people under the table, etc.) and the

overall proceedings cleariy are not govern ed. onlyby rules of speaking.
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Tl-re next unit down from the speech situationisthe speech ever?t Speech events

are constituted by the use of language; they involve activities which could not occur

except in and through language, such as 'argument', 'gossip', 'stori'telling'. Tlpically,
cornmunity members have metalinguistic labels for recurring speech events; they
say things like 'I went over to Jeannie's for a chal ,'today's lecturewas really boring',
'the bus r.r'as late and Mrs Smith gave rne a good telling off ,'how did your interview

go?'. it rvill be apparent that more than one speech event might occur within the

same speech situation: 'chat', 'argument' and 'teliing-off, for instance, are not
uncommonly observed to occur in the course of a single famiiy meal. By contrast,
'institutional' events like 'lecture' or 'interview' are more likel,v to occur within
situations that have been set up expressly for the purpose.

The 'lowest' level unit of analysis in this framework is the speech act (in a sense

similar but not identical to the sense rve will encounter in Chapter 6). Speech acts are

things like 'greeting', 'apologizing', 'insulting', 'asking/ans'rvering a question'. They are

not speech events in themselves, and in many'cases (e.g. 'greeting') they can figure in
many different kinds of events; but the distinctiveness of a particular speech event is

partly a question of which acts are performed and in what order.

While all three levels are anall.tically relevant, the most important is the mid-
level one, the speech e\.ent, since it is essentially the er.ent to which 'rules ofspeaking'
apply. Hymes proposed that speech events have a set of 'components', characteristics
rvhich the analyst needs to look at in order to produce a satisfactory description of
any particuiar speech event. In the work of Hltnes and others we lind various iists in
rvhich the components are named and ordered in slightly different ways, but the
Iisting most often used to introduce this descriptive framework is a mnemonic device

that labels each comlronent with one of the letters of the word speaking.

setting: where the speech event is located in time and space
participants'. who takes part in the speech event, and in what role (e.9. speaker,

addressee, audience, eavesdropper)

ends: what the purpose of the speech event is, and what its outcome is meant

to be

act sequencei what speech acts make up the speech event, and what order
they are performed in
key: the tone or manner of performance (serious or joking, sincere or ironic,

etc.)
instrumentalities: what channel or medium of communication is used (e.9.

speaking, signing, writing, drumming, whislling) and what language/variety is

selected from the participants' repertoire
norms of interacflon: whai the rules are for producing and interpreting sfeech
acts
genres: what'type'does a speech event belong to, and what other pre-existing

conventional forms of speech are drawn on or'cited'in producing appropriate
contributions to talk (e.9. do people quote from mythology or poetry or

s rtre?)2

This set of components is sometimes referred to as the 'SPEAKING grid', and its
purpose is to help analysts put their observations in some kind of order. Someone

observing a cuiture to which s/he is an outsider is likely, at ieast initially, to observe
various things - including unfamiliar speech events - rvhose significance s/he does

not fullv understand. In this situation it can be useful to have some kind of pre
existing descriptive fiamework to put your observations in. Without such a framework
you may miss important things, or interpret things in terms of categories that are used

by your own sociely rather than the one you are obser-ving. Hymes's grid is meant to
be both comprehensive and applicable to any community's ways of speaking.

It should be remembered, however, that ethnography can aiso be done in the

observer's own culture. Here the potential problem is not that the observer wiil have

no idea what is going on, nor that s/he might interpret it in terms of 'ourside' cultural
assumptions. Rather the potential problem is that the observer, becauseslheis already

an insider, will take things for granted instead of seeing them clearly and describing
'them explicitly. Insider-obsen'ers have to put some distance befi'veen themselves and

the phenomena thev are observing; they have to notice \r'hat normally passes

unnoticed. Once again, it may help them to do this if they come to the task rvith a

systematic framework for making obsenations.

I find it more helpful to regard Hymes's model for anal,vsing speech events as

an aid to being systematic than to treat the model as a sort of reci.pe ('to make an

analysis ofthe speech event, take these ingredients and add to the pot in this order').
I agree with Deborah Schiffrin (f 994), r,vho talks about using the grid as a'heuristic',
that is, an exploratory device. I emphasize this point for two main reasons. First, it
is not always easy to apply the framework in a straightforward r,vay to data; if you find
it is hard, then it may be more fruitful to think about whv the categories don't fit than
to try to force your data into them. Secondly, ethnographv (of speaking or anlthing
else) does not have to stop at description. Certainly, an ethnographer rvill rvant to
address such'descripti\re' questions as'rvhat speech events occur in such-and,such
a community?' and'rvhat are the components of speech events X, Y andZ?'But s/he

will also be interested in explaining ulhy parttcular events occur and n'hy they have

particular characteristics.

These 'n'hv' questions are really about the social or cultural significance of
speaking in a particular \\'ay. Why, for example, do people in the culture I belong to
gossip, or engage in iengthy rounds of joke-telling? Just listing the components of the

relevant speech event - describing rvhat you have to do to be a competent gossiper

or joke-teller does not explain what the point of it is. Explaining the significance
ofa particular speech event involves reiating its characteristics to a broader range of
cultural beliefs, practices and values - both those relating directly and specifically to
language and those relating to other things, such as the culture's view ofwhat a 'good

person' is, or its attitudes towards emotion or conflict. Much of the interest and value

of the ethnographic approach lies in its ahiljry fo make these conneclions. and it js

limiting to viel'the approach narrolvly in terms of a particular model for describing

speech events.

I n'iil illustrate what I mean by'making connections' further br lFirst,
though, let us return to the question of hou'Hymes's framework can be -.fied to
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actual examples of spoken discourse. For this purpose I will present an extract from

some data, recorded by Christine Callender in the 1980s at a Pentecostal meeting,

and later transcribed and analysed by her (though I have modified the transcript

slightly here).

A PENTECOSTAL MEETING IN SOUTH LONDON

The data belorv come from a meeting held at the C. Temple, whose members have

come together to engage in a fbrm of Christian rvorship. The Temple is located in

a working class area of south London and its congregation is drawn from the iocal

African Caribbean community. The researcher rvas herself a member of that

community with ties to C. Temple.

The form of Christianitypractised at C. Temple is known as'Pentecostalism'.

Pentecost is the event described in the Nerv Testament when the Hoiy Spirit (the third
'person' of the Christian Holy Triniry) descended to inspire Jesus's followers, rvho

began to 'speak in tongues', i.e. produce utterances in languages they did not know.

Pentecostal worship is similarly understood to be inspired by the Holy Spirit. The

meeting involves various activities which are common in church services, for instance

preaching, reading from the Bible, prayer, singing, testimony given by individual
members of the congregation, administrative announcements, etc., but the overail

sty-le is distinctive. N{ost strikingly, members of the congregation do not speak only

at designated points in the proceedings, but may intervene throughout'as the spirit

moves them'.

AGTIVITV

Read through the data exlract below and consider the following questions. You should bear

in mind that although some answers may be better than others, there is not necessarilv one

'correct'answer. You should also remember that in a 'real'analysis you would have resources

in addition io this transcript (e.g. you would know what the meeting actually looks and sounds

like, and you would have the opportunity to ask insiders how they understand what is

happeningl.

How would you analyse this in terms of the 'situation/event/act' framework? Does this

extract contain one speech event or several? lf more than one, where would you locate

the boundaries and why?

Now go through the 'components' of the speech event using the SPEAKING framework.

What can you say about each component on the basis of the transcript? Note any

problems you encounter applying the categories to this extract. Also note any'thing you

find interesting that does not seem to come under any of the headings.

Complete this activity beforeyou read the discussion that follows the data extract.

rxr erur*rocnneu( spEAKTNG

Transcription conventions: P = Pastor, E = Elder (a senior member of the congrega

T = Testif.er (a person who has been mlled on to 'bear witness' in front of the congrega

M = Member, C = Congregation (aaing as abody), // = turn'latched' to preceeling or foll
tum (shown on line aboye/below), [ ] = speech that is simultaneous with bracketed seq

on line above/below, xxxx = applause, (.) short pause

E: I'm going to call brother Tony Tracey and if he would come and speak to us fo
just ten minutes. Come on Tony come and say what the Lord will have you to r

to us//

M: llAmenll
M: //Praise him

E: Oh glory to God a young man that love the Lord let us praise the Lord for him

M: Praise God praise God glory praise the Lord

T: Hallelujah Lord Jesusi/ //Hallelujah Lord Jesus//

M: llPrarsebttmll llPraise the Lord

T: Thank you Lord Jesus// //Halleiujah hallelujah llord |esusl
M: llPraisell lHalleluiahl

T: lHallelujah] thankyou Lord ]esus Hallelujah
M: [Hallelujah]
M: [Praise him]

T: Praise the Lord everybodyll

C: llPraise the Lord

T: The brotherhood has asked me to speak to you for a few minutes (.)

Now don't get scared of me I'm not the preacher. Just got a little word I rvant tr

give to you //
M: //[praise him]
M: //[praise the ] Lord

T: What I want to talk about is the word repentance//
E: llyes

T: And what we've got to understand here is that the Bible is wrapped up in
principles and the word principle in the Bible is used as law as to Psalms 19 ver:

i says the law ofthe Lord is perfect// //converting the soul//
E: llvesll
M: //Amen Hallelujah

conttnue
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(several minutes of Biblical commentary omitted)

T: Now the word repentalce means to have a change of heart a change of mind a

change of direction uhm if you've ever seen soldiers walking their walking left

right left right about turn (.) he turns//
llyes

that's repentance when you turn from what you're doing//
//[yes prai]se the [Lord]
//[Amen] H

tz

Before I got saved I was//

//no good
flaugh) Iwas no good yes thank you pastor I was

no good// //I smoked I swore I commit fornication

//praise the Lord//

you named it I done itl/ //but until I firlly repented of my sins

llYesll

T: then God dealt with me in a mighty way// //and I truly give him thanla for that

M: llyesll 16

Uestimony continues)

Groups I have discussed this extract with in the past usually agree that the speech

situation is that of a religious gathering, where people have assembled to rvorship

their God, but they are sometimes unsure whether the meeting itself constitutes one

speech event or whether meetings contain a series of separate events (e.g. Prayer,

preaching, testifying). This issue is difficult to resolve on the evidence presented

above. One relevant question to ask would be whether or not the same rules of
speaking seem to apply throughout the meeting (which might support an analysis

ofit as one event), or whether different rules are followed in, say, 'prayer'sequences

and 'testifying' sequences. That question cannot be answered using such a short

extract from the data, since the extract does not cover the whoie range ofthings that

can happen at a Pentecostal meeting.

Most readers of this transcript define what is happening in it as an instance of
'testifying' (a judgement they are prompted to make by the label the anaiyst has given

to the main speaker, 'Testifier'. 'Testifying' is in fact a genre category used by insiders,

as the researcher discovered by talking to them, but it is worth pointing out that in

the extract itself, no one uses the word testtfy).Whether this exampie of testifuing is

a discre/ ech event or whether it is only one part ofa longer one, readers usually

note thar ,. can itselfbe subdir.ided into relatively distinct palts or stages. The Elder

M:
11

T:
M:
M:
M:
C:

T:
P:

T:

M:

l3

I4

l5

T:

M:

ETHNOGRAPHY OF SPEAKING

calls the Testifier ( l-3); and the Testifier engages in an exchange of'hallelujahs' and
'praise the Lords' with members of the congregation (4-7) before he moves into his
actuai testimony. Should these segments be labelled 'acts' and if so what would we
rvant to call those acts? can any of them be subdivided into still smaller units? How
predictable is the order in which acts occur? it is possible to gi'e a number of more
or less convincing answers to these questions, which suggests (among other things)
that analysing the structure ofspeech events is not like analysing sentence structure.
For instance, the ordering of acts is iess a matter of grammar-like rules and more
a matter of following the overall logic of the event: thus for obvious logical (and not
specifically linguistic) reasons, the act of calling someone to testify occurs before
the actual testimony. one question that might be raised is whether the exchange
betrveen testifier and members that occurs just before the testimony proper (<L-7) is
an 'obligatory' or an 'optional' constituent: could the testifier have gone straight into
the remarks at line 8, or is testimony always preceded by these formulae? Obviousl,v,
to answer a question like this, which calls for a generalization, it is necessary to look
at a number ofcases rather than just one.

What can be said about the 'components', that is, serrng, participatts, ends,

act sequefice, key, instruntentalities, norms and genres? I will mention only a few- of
the observations that people have made in discussions of this extract. under sering,
it is often mentioned that this event takes place in a special place (the Temple) and
at a special time (the sabbath). In fact, an insider might point out that these are not
necessary components of the event * members might equally worship on a Tuesday
night in someone's living room. Religious ceremonies are often performed in a special
place, but at the same time, engaging in religious worship tends to imbue whatever
the spatiotemporal setting is with a kind of psychological 'specialness'. How much of
the meaning of the event derives from the setting is something one might want to
investigate further by trying to find out how insiders perceive this. A somewhat similar
question about insiders'perceptions arises under the participants heading: r,r,hether

God (in any or all ofhis three persons) should be counted as a participant. In an
utterance iike 'thank you Lord lesus', Jesus figures linguistically as the direct addressee
(though it is evident that the speaker is also addressing the congregation). We might
ask, then, ifthe congregation understands God as being present.

Probably the most interesting question about the extract, and the meeting as

a whole, comes under the heading of norms of interaction.It is striking that members
of the congregation frequently inten ene in the proceedings, and that whoever is the
main participant holding the floor at the time (in this extracr mainly the testifier)
apparently'makes space' for them to do so. This is suggested, for instance, by the high
incidence of'latching' between turns (i.e. changes of speaker occur with no overlap
or perceptible gap). Ifinterventions occurred in a totally random, unpredictable rvay,

rve might expect to find simultaneous speech rather than latching. When more than
one member intervenes at the same point, their contributions often do overlap (e.g.

6, l2), but there is far less overiap between the testifier and the members lvho
intervene in his discourse. So what rules are people following? When is intervention
permitted or expected? What 'cues' the member to utter something like 'f ujah',
and the testifier to expect this?
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When Christine Callender asked insiders this question, the ansrver she got was

that people did not control this aspect oftheir behaviour; ifthey spoke it u'as because

they were moved to do so by the Holy Spirit. She noted this belief as one important

underlying reason for members behaving as they did: the frequency and intensity

oftheir contributions reflects the value they ascribe to the workings ofthe spirit. Inter-

ventions signal that the spirit is at work among participants, and this is one criterion

for a 'good' meeting. Horvever, by looking at a large arnount of data, Callender was

able to discern patterns in the placement of interventions - they certainiywere not,

as members seemed to be ciaiming, random. I do not have space to reproduce her

anal.vsis (see Callender and Cameron 1990), but it relates the norms of interaction

eoverning inten entions by members both to beliefs held by Pentecostaiists specifically

(such as their veneration of scripture,'"vhich means that direct quotations from the

Bible are particularly likely to elicit supporting interventions, as at 10), and to the

rvays ofspeaking which are part oftheir cultural heritage as people ofthe African

diaspora. For instance, iines 4-5 show the'call and response' structure rvhich has been

noted as a feature of rnany kinds of oral performance in Black communities.

Callender's analysis raises an important point. Ethnography of speaking

aims to discover how people understand their own communicatir-e practices rather

than imposing the analyst's own cultural frame. However, this does nof mean just

presenting locai understandings without further comment. As we have seen, members

of C. Ternple represented their contributions to the discourse of the meeting as

'the spirit moving them' to speak. As far as they rvere concerned therelvere no 'rules'

governing when they intervened or what they said. Callender hon'ever saw clear

patterns, which she described in addition to explaining how insiders representedwhat

was happening. The view that people speak because the spirit mor-es them is part of

what you have to know explicitly to function as a competent member of the congre-

gation, and is therefore an important part of the analysis. But in addition, whoevet

speaks must possess implicit,'practical' knorvledge, in virtue of which they are able

to behave appropriately, shouting or clapping at the right points and not the wrong

ones. For the insider it serves no particular purpose to make this klowledge explicit
(in this case, indeed, making it expiicit would threaten to undermine the 'official'

view that speech in Pentecostal meetings is inspired directly by a supernatural force),

but rnaking the impiicit explicit is an irnportant part of an analyst's job. What people

tell you about their linguistic practices is not all there may be to say about them; it is

part ofthe input to analysis rather than the output. This point is also illustrated in

the next example I discuss.

THE KROS IN A PAPUA NEW GUINEA VILLAGE

I take this example from the work of the linguistic anthropologist Don Kulick ( f 992'

1993, 1998). Kulick did lieldwork in a srnall and r emote village, Gapun, in Papua New

Guinea, where he observed and recorded examples of a speech e'r'ent for ra'hich

villagers used the label kro-s (a Tok Pisin word related to English 'cross', i.e. 'angry').

Here is Kulick's initiai description of the kros:

rHE ErHNocB oor" or( AKrNG

Kroses in Gapun are pubiic displays of anger. They can and do occur any time during
the day and nigirt, but the time most likell'for one to break out rs in the late afternoon
and early evening, rvhen villagers arrive home tired, hungry and exhausted after a hard
day's work in the rainforest working sago or hunting. As men stroll off to therr
u'aterholes to wash and as women begin preparations for the evening meal, chopping
firewood and ordering their daughters to fetch water, it is not uncommon to hear a

high, indignant voice suddenly rising above the plaful screams ofchildren and the
barking ofthe village dogs. The voice will often begin in lorv, loud, dissatisfied mutters,
but it rises quickly and peaks in harsh crescendos. It becomes rapid, piston-like,
unreienting - so fast that the words become slurred and distorted to the poinr u,here
it sometimes takes the villagers a while to rvork out u'hat is being said. As the voice
grorvs in volume and rancor, villagers stop rvhat the,v are doing, cock their ears and
listen.'Husat ikrosl ('r'ho's angry/haung a kro-C?) somebodvwill ask, eliciting a quick
identihcation fiom anyone I'ho has heard, a hissed admonrtion to'listen to the talk'
(.harim tok) and a counterquestion addressed to no one in particular: 'Em kros long
u,anentl ('rvhat's s/he kros about?'). (1993: 513)

As well as setting the scene and providing some background information about
the communily rvhose practices are being anaiysed, this passage aiso gives us an idea
of Kulick's grounds for treating the krosas a speech event - to r,vit, that the villagers
themselves recognize it as such. Rather than asking'rvhat on earth is happening here?',

witnesses ask rvho, on this occasion, is producing the behaviour and for what
particular reason. This suggests they lind the behaviour itself famiiiar, and readily
categorizable as someone being kros.

This first description explains rvhat kind of behaviour prompts recognition
on the part of community members that a kros is undenvay, but on its own it does

not tell us in detail rvhat sort ofa speech event a kros is, or in rvhat lvay it is distinct
from other instances of people getting angry, in this communiLy or any other. Kulick
goes on to clarifl' this by explaining the rules people in Gapun follow rvhen har.ing a

kros or being rvitness to one. Kroses are fundamentally abusive monologues involr'ing
obscene insults and threats directed by one person against another, often at consid,
erable length. As Kulick notes, 'they are structured bv precise conventions to which
all villagers adhere for as iong as they want the conflict to remain a shouting match

fas opposed to aphysical fight]' (1993: 5i4). One such convention is that rhe person
who starts the shouting is physically separated from the person or people their
complaints are directed against. The kroser usually shouts from inside their orvn
house, or very near it, where they cannot be seen by others. The person being shouted
at does not repiy directly: they have the option ofbeginning their orvn kros, in which
they abuse the abuser, but this has to be structured as an overlapping monologue
rather than an attempt at dialogue. Trying to engage a kroser duectly in diaiogue is

seen as a breach of their right to display their own anger, and this has the potential
to provoke physicai confrontation. The kros is a form ofself-displal whose intended
audience is not just the target ofabuse (they do not even have to be there for it to
happen) but the whole village community. It never results in the conflict being
resolved then and there; it simply stops rvhen the speaker feels s/he has said all s/he
wishes to say. Later on, the conflict mav be addressed in another forum, but the
immediate purpose of having a kro-c is to display one's grievances publiclv rather than
get them addressed.

I
I

(
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We could use the information provided by Kulick to 'fill in' Hymes's

SPEAKING grid.3 Under settingwe would place the information that a kros is initiated

from inside or near to one's own house, while the target and audience are located at

some distance .lJnder participantswe would note that a kro-s is essentially monologic,

performed by one speaker (though related kroses can go on simultaneously). Others

within earshot are constituted as listeners, though in practice they do sometimes

comment on rvhat is said by addressing the speaker directly * something the speaker

may construe as a violation of their rights, known as 'giving back mouth'. Undet ends

r,r'e rvould obsen'e that the purpose of the tros is to display grievances publicly, and

rvhen it finishes the grievances are not resolved. Under act sequence we might list

a number of things that speakers having a kro-s tlpicaily do, such as insult, accuse

and threaten the objects of their anger while at the same time complaining that they

themselves are unreasonabiy put-upon. One speaker whose /cros Kulick analyses in

detail says, tbr instance (in Kulick's colloquial English translation, 1993:528-9),

'fucking rubbish bastard you!' (insult); 'you black prick, al1 these years you've sat by

your fire doing nothing' (insult pius accusation); and'I'm gonna slice him up with

this machete' (threat). She complains: 'I look after you all for nothing every day. Hard

work, rvork that rnakes me pain ah ah doing it, getting burned by the cooking fire.

NIy skin blisters at the fire. The fire burns my hands.' Similar moves are repeated

many times. Under kelwe would observe that the tone or manner of a kro-q is strongly

emr-rtional, and more specifically, anpiry: linguistically this is marked by, for instance,

t1-re use of hJperbolic and obscene expressions (see the examples above).

At this point rve come to instrumentalities, the use of different channels

and forms of speech from the communily's repertoire, and nonns, horv the kros is

interpreted in relation to more general cultural beliefs. It is here that Kulick's analysis

goes beyond just describing the characteristics ofthe kros as a speech event and does

more complex interpretive or argumentative work. Interesting though his data are,

Kulick does not present them simply for the sake of describing an 'exotic' speech

event. Rather he uses the phenomenon of the kros to illuminate broader questions

about the social/linguistic situation in Gapun.

One of the points Kulick makes is that the kros is associated with women

speakers. Some men do have kroses, but the general consensus in Gapun is that they

are characteristic of women, lvho are stereotlped negatively as 'disruptive, divisive,

begrudging, anti-social and emotionally excessive' (Kulick 1993: 512). The kros is also

opposed to many of the social and cultural values that people in the village overtly

endorse. For instance, it inyolves the expression ofanger, which is seen as dangerous,

and obscene language, which offends against religious norms (in recent decades

the I'illagers have adopted the Christian religion). Kulick (i998) contrasts the kros

to the talk men produce in the men's house, rvhich downplays anger or conflict and

emphasizes consensus; men in this forum are sometimes explicitlv critical of people

(mainly of women) who quarrel and fight.

There is another, not unconnected difference between the kros and the talk

that goes on at men's meetings. Adults in Gapun have two distinct languages in their

repertoirf iocal language Taiap, and the language used for wider communication

across Pap*o Ne'iv Guinea, Tok Pisin. Both languages may be used in a kros, but Taiap

usually predominates, whereas in rnen's house meetings Tok Pisin predominates.

Like the kros itself, Taiap is associated with women and with pre-modern/pre-
christial tradition; Tok Pisin is associated with modemity and with men. And
Taiap is progressively iosing ground to Tok Pisin in a process of language shift.
In I 99 1, Kulick reports, no one under the age of 14 had an active knowiedge ofTaiap.
He sees the shift as a consequence ofthe different syrnbolic value accorded to the trvo
languages. Villagers will say that they vaiue Taiap, and regret that children no ionger
use it; but the actual division of labour between Taiap and Tok Pisin, exemplified by
the prominence ofTaiap in a kind ofspeech (the kros) that is overtly disapproved of,

in practice sends a different message. Kulick's discussion of the kro-s is thus part of a

wider argument about language shift in Gapun: it heips to explain why Taiap is likely
to become extinct.

THE USES OF ETHNOGRAPHY IN DISCOUBSE ANALYSIS

The two speech events I have used as examples here may tend to reinforce a perception

ofthe ethnography ofspeaking as prototi?ically an exercise in describing the 'exotic'

and the ritualized. Though the Pentecostai meeting and the kros are both regular

occurrences in their respective settings, they are distinguished from the mundane
exchanges of everyday life, being public performances which have clear boundaries
and rvell-defined conventions, and which are also characterized by a particuiariy
high degree of expressive intensity. It might be asked whether the ethnography of
speaking is equally applicable to the more mundane genres that occupy most time
for most language-users - domestic chat or workplace 'rvater cooler talk', viliage

gossip, arguments in pubs. In fact, such cases have been discussed in published n ork
with an ethnographic or anthropological orientation (e.g. Harding 1975; Ochs and

Taylor 1995). IfI ha.,.e neglected them in this chapter it is because I wish to present

a range of examples in this section as a whole, and genres like 'chat' and 'gossip' will
feature more prominently in later chapters.

Ethnography in general does not have to be about only unfamiliar cuitures,

or institutions like schools and churches, or ritual practices. As I said at the beginning

of this chapter, in recent years more and more social scientists have turned to some

version ofparticipant observation as a research method for investigating a huge range

of cultural practices among all kinds of social groups, from punks to advertising

executives to T\r soap opera'r.iewers. That leads me to the last question I want to
consider: whether the ethnographv ofspeaking provides any usefirl insights or anailtic
tools for social researchers who are investigating something other than language per

se, using either participant obsen ation methods or other methods that elicit spoken

discourse data (e.g. interr-iewing). My answer to this question goes back to the
observation I made in the introduction, that discourse is not just a straightforward
windorv on research subjects' social or mental world. Ifsocial researchers treat getting

their subjects to talk simply as a means for getting to knorv'how things are'for those

people, they are missing an important point. In effect they are using subirl neech

as a source of evidence about their culture, but forgetting that speaking ,tself a
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part of that culture with norms and conventions of its own. There is, then, much to

be said for researchers rvho engage in talk with their subjects, or record subjects' talk

among themselves, explicitiy asking themselr'es a few'ethnography of speaking'-t1pe

questions about the data they obtain as a result. What speech event or genre does it
represent? What norms of interaction are operative? How might that affect the

interpretation of what is being said?

An obvious case where these questions apply is that of the interwiew. Intervierv

is plainly a recognized category of speech event in many societies where social

researchers conduct interviews, and equally cleariy there are specific interactional

norms to which people orient in interviews. Fot example, intervier.l'ees are verylikely

to treat interviewers' questions, by contrast to questions posed in the course of some

other speech event like a conversation, as 'trying to catch them out'. The intendew is

a kind of contest, in which the participants may be seen to have differing interests

(put crudely, 'you want to make me look bad, and I must try to make myself look
good'). This norm may operate differently depending on the setting and purpose of
an intervierv. Politicians being interrriewed by journalists' and job candidates being

interr.iewed by selectors, are particularly aware that the interviewer may be trying

to reveal their weaknesses and/or e.licit'damaging' admissions from them, and they

work hard to counter that. Celebrities being interviewed for something like Hello!

or People magazine can afford to be a bit less cautious, though they are still likely

to pay some attention to the way they present themselves. Research subjects being

interr.iewed by an academic are between these extremes, but they are certainly not

without preconceptions about what an'interview'invoives, and researchers need to

treat these preconceptions as potentiaiiy relevant for the analysis of intewierv data

(rvhich implies of course that they must reflect explicitly on what their subjects'

preconceptions are).

The issues I am raising here are ones I will return to again in later chapters

(especially Chapter 10): the overall point is that discourse data have to be treated as

discourse as well as 1ust data. The ethnography of speaking makes some important

contributions to thinking about talk as a culturally embedded activity. The primary

purpose of analysis may not be to produce a description of speech situations, speech

events and speech acts, but nevertheless a sophisticated anaiysis must give some

consideration to rvhat people are doing, and what they think they are doing, u'hen

they speak.

SUGGESTIONS FOR FURT}IER READING ABOUT THE
ET}INOGRAPHY OF SPEAKING

There are several textbooks that deal in detail with the ethnography of speaking.

notably Duranti 0997), Saville-Troike (1989) and Schiffrin (1994). influential

statements by Dell Hymes can be found in, for example, Hymes (I9l2a' 1972b).

However, the best way to appreciate u'hat this approach is about is probably to

read something that applies it to a particular case. A selection of examples, dealing

with a wide range of culturai settings, can be found in Bauman and Sherzer's edited

I
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coilection Explorations in the Ethnography of Speaking (19141' an interesting later
collection is Silverstein and Urban's Natural Histories of Discourse (1996). Among
the specific topics that har,'e interested many researchers since the 1970s are the social-

ization of children into their culture's ways of speaking (e.g.Ochs and Schieffelin
1983); the relationship between gender and ways of speaking (discussed by severai

contributors to Philips et al. 1987); bilingualism and language shift (Gal 1979; Kulick
1992; Woolard l9B9); and the 'language ideoiogies' (roughly, beliefs about ianguage)

held in r.arious societies (Schieffelin et ai. 1998).4 It is not uncommon for social

researchers to combine ethnographic (in the broad sense) fie1d research methods
with a CA approach to the analysis of their data - examples include Goodwin ( 1990),

and Widdicombe and Wooffitt (i995; and see also Nfoerman 1988). On the social

scientific intewiew as a cultural/linguistic phenomenon, see Briggs (1986). Finally,
although literacy practices lie outside the scope of this book, it is rvorth noting that
there is an ethnographic iiterature on them which relates reading and writing to other
aspects ofcultural/linguistic practice (e.g. Barton and Ivanid 1991; Barton et al. 2000;

Heath 1983).

NOTES

1 It a-lso refers to the description/analysis an ethnographer produces on the basis ofharrng
done participant observation in a particular culture.

2 The rerm gefire is most familiar in iiterary studies, rvhere it denotes classes of texts (e.g.

'novel', 'I1'ric poem', 'tragedy'), and it is used in complicated ways in discourse analysis.

The gloss given here is intended to acknorvledge that speech events might both'have'a
genre themselves (e.g. 'interuiew', 'gossip') and be composed of elements of other genres
(e.g. people might repeat proverbs in the course of gossiping). One frequently cited
discussion of'speech genres' which foregrounds the generically mixed or 'intertextual'

character ofmany actual speech events is that of the (basically literary) theorist N{ikhail
Bakhtin, originallyrwitten earlythis century in Russian. An abridged version of the Engiish
translation is reprinted in laworski and Coupland's Discourse Reader as 'The problem of
speech genres' (Bakhtin 1999 [1935]).

3 As they read the following discussion, readers who are familiar rvith William Labov's classic

paper 'Rules for ritual insults' (199711972)) may find it an interesting exercise to compare
the practices Labov describes with the Lros as described by Kulick. Though both har.e'ritual'
elements and both involve 'insults', an important difference betrveen the trvo cases is in
the key (in the kros there is real conflict and insults are intended seriousl,v, whereas the case

discussed by Labov is a rnock-conflict, a game, and giving real offence is a breach ofthe
'rules'). Comparing the two cases also highlights the differences between Labov's

sociolinguistic approach and Kulick's anthropological one. Labov is far more concerned
rith the formal linguistic properties of appropriate insults, rvhrle Kulick focuses more on
questions ofconte\t and meaning.

4 Here I select the topics i consider most likely to be of interest to people working rvith
spoken discourse across disciplines. One prominent concern in the cross-cultural studv of
language use rvhich I do not mention in this context is r!'rth the genres of oral performance

rvhich are accorded the status ofart. There is a large literature on this subject, much ofit
coming under tire heading of'poetics' rather than discourse anall.sis (though the

boundaries are not entirely cleat-cut). See for instance Bauman and Briggs ( I 990), and for
a sun'e1'/introduction aimed at readers rvho are linguists, Fabb (1997).




